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M. ANTONIUS
ARISTOCRATES
P r ov i n c i a l I nvolv e m e n t
w it h R om a n Pow e r i n t h e
L at e 1 st C e n t u ry b. c .

ABS TRAC T
M. Antonius Aristocrates, mentioned by Plutarch as an intimate of the triumvir Mark Antony, has hitherto remained an obscure figure. An unpublished
inscription from Corinth (I-1973-4) offers important new information about
Aristocrates and the name of a previously unknown tribe of Roman Corinth;
additional inscriptions and numismatic evidence that were not previously associated with Aristocrates further complete the picture. The authors provide
the editio princeps of the inscription from Corinth, as well as new editions of
the other inscriptions, and reassess all relevant evidence in order to elucidate
more fully the man, his career, and the position of similarly placed provincial
elites in Early Roman Greece.

A certain Aristocrates, whom Plutarch (Ant. 69.1) calls a
and includes
in the small entourage of the triumvir M. Antonius in the immediate aftermath of the battle of Actium,1 has long been identified, almost certainly
1. In the text of Plutarch, Sintenis’s
obvious emendation of
for the
manuscript reading
is commonly accepted. For the meaning of
, see Puech 2002, pp. 10–15.
The orator Aristocrates has not been
included in the prosopographic catalogue of Ferriès (2007; see pp. 15–16
for the principles of inclusion).
A number of people have helped in
the preparation of this article. Guy
Sanders, director of the Corinth Excavations, generously gave us permission
to publish Corinth I-1973-4, and Ioulia
Tzonou-Herbst, assistant director,
provided the photograph. Stavroula
Samartzidou, proistamenos of the 1st
Ephoreia of Prehistoric and Classical
Antiquities, kindly granted us permission to study IG II2 3889, and all the
staff, including guards and workmen,

who work in the area of the Erechtheion, were both very helpful and welcoming; we would also especially like to
thank Tasos Tanoulas, who graciously
took time from his busy schedule to
help us locate the stone, despite the fact
that he no longer works in that area of
the Acropolis. Charalambos Kritzas
generously shared his knowledge of the
inscriptions of Argos in our attempts to
ascertain whether or not IG IV 581
might still exist. Michel Amandry took
great interest in our inquiries about the
coinage of Dyme and even provided
a new reading of RPC I 1285, which
he has very generously allowed us to
present here; he also facilitated the
acquisition of a photograph of the coin
in question. Nathan Badoud shared
with us his list of sculptors’ signatures
attested in Rhodian inscriptions. Maria
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Pilali and Elena Kourakou, both of the
American School of Classical Studies
at Athens, were instrumental in helping
us to obtain the necessary permissions
and to arrange our study. The British
School at Athens and its staff, especially Tania Gerousi, provided assistance of various sorts. Much of the
work was carried out while Balzat held
successively the Macmillan-Rodewald
and School Studentships at the British
School at Athens, and the resultant
financial support proved invaluable.
Nancy Bookidis, Antony Spawforth,
Sara Strack, Ronald Stroud, and the
two anonymous reviewers all offered
helpful criticism. A version of this
article was presented as part of the
Epigraphy Workshop at the University
of Oxford, and the ensuing discussion
proved valuable; in particular, John Ma,
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correctly, with a M. Antonius Aristocrates, son of Anaxion, known from
two inscriptions:2 IG II2 3889, from Athens, in which the demos of the
Athenians honors him with a statue by Leochares
,3 and
IG IV 581, from Argos, in which he is honored as the founder and hero of
an association,
(“leather-tanners”?).4 Acceptance of this
identification indicates that Aristocrates received his Roman citizenship
through Antony. Adolf Wilhelm made the additional and plausible suggestion that Aristocrates should be identified with an otherwise unknown
Antonius of Argos, author of a single epigram (Anth. Pal. 9.102).5 Finally,
a recently discovered statue base from Argos (SEG LIII.1 293) mentions
a M. Antonius Aristocrates, as well as a gymnasiarch named M. Antonius
Faustus, and confirms the reading
(the new inscription reads
) in IG IV 581.6
The long-known Argive text (IG IV 581) was dated by Fraenkel to the
Roman period generally, but Dittenberger felt that IG II2 3889 (= IG III
785) could be dated somewhat more closely: “litterarum formae eae sunt,
quae usitatissimae fuerunt inter Augusti initium et Neronis excessum.
Multo antiquiorem certe Augusto titulum non esse M. Antonii nomina
indicant” (“The letter forms are those that were most common between the
beginning of Augustus’s reign and the death of Nero. The name M. Antonius indicates that the inscription certainly cannot be dated much before
Augustus”). Dittenberger’s dating has generally been followed, perhaps most
influentially by Graindor.7 Clearly, however, a date in the first half of the 1st
century a.d. is incompatible with a contemporary of Antony, and Aristocrates ought therefore to be dated to the third quarter of the 1st century b.c.8
The known chronology for the career of Leochares, the sculptor who signed
IG II2 3889, confirms this early date for Aristocrates but has hitherto been
Fabienne Marchand, Fergus Millar,
and Jonathan Prag either caused us to
reconsider our arguments on certain
points or directed us to bibliography
we had overlooked. To all of the above
we are grateful.
2. While this identification seems
to be universally accepted by epigraphers, the epigraphic evidence appears
to have escaped the notice of scholars
of Plutarch: see, e.g., Pelling 1988,
p. 289 (on Plut. Ant. 69.1): “Aristocrates is not otherwise known.”
3. For this correction of the IG text,
see p. 654, below.
4. Dittenberger, who at IG III 785
restored the very fragmentary cognomen
in IG II2 3889 on the basis of IG IV 581,
was the first to suggest that these two
inscriptions refer to the same man.
Lippold (RE XII, 1925, col. 1998)
seems to have been the first to take
the further step of identifying this
man with the Aristocrates mentioned

by Plutarch; this identification is also
made by Wilhelm in a posthumous
publication (1980, p. 9) that may or
may not have anticipated Lippold. The
two inscriptions are briefly discussed
by Graindor (1927, p. 236), who seems
unaware of Lippold’s identification of
that Aristocrates with the friend of
Antony.
5. Wilhelm 1980, p. 9. Gow and
Page (1968, p. 431), obviously unaware
of Wilhelm’s identification, have little
to say about the author of the epigram,
aside from rejecting the clearly false
identification with Antonius Thallus
of Miletos. The subject of the poem,
the ruins of Mycenae, may indicate
firsthand familiarity with the Argolid,
but the theme is conventional enough
(see Gow and Page 1968, p. 428, on
Anth. Pal. 9.101) that it need not. The
meditation on Mycenae’s fate, a belated
reprisal by the daimones of Priam, may
betray some ambivalence about Rome’s

ascendancy, although if so, the thought
is expressed rather subtly; for a much
harsher and more overt statement,
see Crinagoras, Anth. Pal. 9.284, a
contemporary epigram on the Roman
colonization of Corinth.
6. For the identification of Aristocrates in SEG LIII.1 293, see Curty
and Piérart 2009, p. 198; Marchetti
2010, p. 47.
7. Graindor 1927, p. 236. Mitsos’s
date (1952, p. 32), 2nd–1st century b.c.,
is clearly too early.
8. The connection with Antony
presumably lies behind the Late Republican date given at RP I, ARG 19, in
what is otherwise a very confused entry;
the date 1st b.c./1st a.d. at LGPN
III.A, s.v.
(14) is apparently an attempt to compromise
between the date of Antony and the
date assigned to the inscriptions by
Dittenberger.
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largely ignored.9 The most important of Leochares’ signatures for the present
purpose is a base from Lindos (IG XII.1 833) dated to 64 b.c.,10 which
fits nicely with a close contemporary of Antony. Aristocrates must have
been near the peak of his career when he was the subject of a portrait by
Leochares; therefore, unless Leochares had an extraordinarily long career,
the height of Aristocrates’ public life cannot have postdated the battle of
Actium by more than a decade or two, and probably much less.
Thus, in brief, stands the current state of knowledge concerning
M. Antonius Aristocrates. Research conducted in the storerooms of the
museum at ancient Corinth, however, has uncovered an inscription that
offers important new information about the career of Aristocrates and
reveals the name of a hitherto unknown tribe of Roman Corinth. This
inscription, unpublished and neglected for more than 70 years, is presented
below. Equally unexpected were the discovery in Argos of SEG LIII.1 293
and important numismatic evidence that has not been previously connected
with Aristocrates. Since existing accounts of Aristocrates are confused, out
of date, and based on obsolete editions of the relevant inscriptions, we take
this opportunity to present new editions of the old inscriptions together
with the editio princeps of the new one, and, in light of a new connection
of Aristocrates with the colony at Dyme, to reassess the evidence for the
career of a man who, as an intimate of Rome’s elite, must have been a local
figure of some importance.

I G II 2 3 8 8 9 : TH E ATH EN I AN AC ROP OLIS
The inscription, cut on the back of a reused Archaic statue base (IG I3 875),
has for many years been located north of the Erechtheion; it may or may
not have been found there, but in any event, it seems to have been discovered somewhere in that area of the Acropolis at an uncertain date prior to
1837.11 The stone is of white “Pentelic” marble, but its present location, in
a corner in a sunken area at the bottom of a pile of similar blocks, precludes
the possibility of photographing it or even taking accurate measurements.12
Significant bibliography: Ross 1855 (written in 1837), pp. 176–177;
Pittakis 1839, pp. 161–162, no. 126; Rangabé 1842, pp. 41–42, no. 50; Müller 1843, pp. 128–129; Stephani 1846, pp. 30–31, no. 20, pl. II; Hirschfeld
9. To be fair, some early accounts
(e.g., Graindor 1927, p. 236) did discuss Leochares, although knowledge of
the chronology of the sculptor’s career
was insufficiently precise at the time.
Among more recent scholars, Kontorini
(1989, pp. 164–165 = SEG XXXIX
774) is one of the very few to have realized the implication that Leochares’
date has for the date of Aristocrates.
10. For the date of IG XII.1 833, see
I.Lindos col. 592. The evidence for
Leochares is most conveniently col-

lected at Muller-Dufeu 2002, pp. 926–
927 (where a better reference for her
lemma 2788 is IG II2 3903, and for
lemma 2790 is SEG XXXIX 774). For
the chronology of Rhodian inscriptions
and the signatures of Rhodian sculptors, see Badoud, forthcoming.
11. Early scholars recorded the
stone’s location as: “beim Erechtheion,”
Ross 1855 (written in 1837); “
,” Pittakis 1839;
“trouvé sur l’Acropole,” Rangabé 1842;
“an der Nordseite des Erechtheion,”

Müller 1843; “bei dem Erechtheion
liegt eine dort gefundene Statuenbasis,”
Stephani 1846.
12. Because the stone cannot be
adequately photographed in its current
location, the best illustration of the
inscription remains the drawing provided by Loewy (1885, p. 229). The
stone’s position also prevented us from
seeing the inscription’s final line (Leochares’ signature), which we have,
therefore, simply taken over from
previous editions.
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1871, p. 116, no. 114 (the reference at IG III 785 to Hirschfeld 144 is in
error); IG III 785; Loewy 1885, pp. 229–230, no. 320; see IG I3 875 for
bibliography relating to the Archaic inscription on the same stone.

vac.

Not e s on Readings
Line 1: Of the dotted mu, only the left vertical survives.
Line 2: From the name Aristocrates, both the initial alpha and the
omicron, although not previously read, are clear. Dotted sigma: only the
bottom horizontal stroke survives. Dotted tau: only the bottom portion of
the vertical survives; because this stroke is centered, iota and upsilon are
the only other possibilities.
Line 3: Dotted rho: only the bottom portion of the vertical is visible.
Dotted tau: only faint traces of a centered vertical survive.
: examination of the stone confirms this correction to Kirchner’s text made by Wilhelm on the basis of Loewy’s drawing.13 Threatte may well be correct
that
was originally intended,14 but the centering of the stroke in its
stoichos leaves little doubt, contra Threatte, that the letter actually cut was
iota and not an incomplete epsilon.
Although there is little internal evidence for the exact date and circumstances of this inscription, the comparanda suggest two possibilities.
Inscriptions honoring other intimates of Antony with statues at Athens may
at first suggest a date of ca. 40 b.c. for this one; in this case, the occasion
need not have been much more than a recognition of the close relationship
that Antony, and by extension his close associates, had with Athens.15 At
a time when Antony’s power in the East generally and in Athens specifically was at its height, the Athenians may well have seen Aristocrates as
someone who could act as a useful and influential intermediary between
Antony and themselves, and so honored him accordingly. Noteworthy
also is the fact that the base inscribed for Aristocrates, like those done for
a number of Romans in the same period, was an Archaic base that had
been turned and reinscribed.16
Nonetheless, another possibility perhaps accords better with the
profile of Aristocrates and what is known of him. The new inscription
from Corinth (see pp. 661–664, below) shows that soon after the battle of
Actium Aristocrates established strong connections with the new regime.
13. Wilhelm 1980, p. 9.
14. Threatte 1996, p. 663.
15. For Antony’s relationship with
Athens and the honors given to his associates by the city at this time, see Habicht 1997, p. 360. The honorands and
inscriptions in question are: L. Marcius

Censorinus (IG II2 4113; ca. 42–40 b.c.);
L. Munatius Plancus (IG II2 4112;
40 b.c.); perhaps C. Cocceius Balbus
(IG II2 4110; ca. 39 b.c.); and Sempronia Atratina (IG II2 4230, 4231, 5179;
39–37 b.c., but see Kajava 1990, pp. 72–
74, who distinguishes two Semproniae

Atratinae; and Rizakis 1998, no. 33
(formerly SEG XXX 433), for an inscription from Patras honoring Sempronia’s mother and for discussion of
her relation to L. Marcius Censorinus).
16. For this phenomenon, see Keesling 2007, pp. 146–150; Shear 2007.
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He was therefore a natural candidate for honors in Augustan Athens as
well. Moreover, if Aristocrates were to be included among the associates of
Antony honored in Athens ca. 40 b.c., he would be the only one with the
tria nomina who is neither a high-ranking Roman nor a member of such a
person’s family, although numismatic evidence does support the view that
he was a Roman citizen as early as 39–36 b.c. (see pp. 664–665, below).
He would be a very rare example of a native Greek honored with his Roman names on stone.17 The inscription is, therefore, probably better placed
shortly after Actium, although not more than a decade after the battle, along
with the inscription from Corinth and perhaps also those from Argos. With
this dating, a good parallel for the honors given to Aristocrates would be
C. Iulius Eurycles, the friend of Augustus who was similarly honored by
a cluster of inscriptions after Actium.18
Thus, although this base from Athens with its rather generic inscription would seem to add little else in the way of precise information about
Aristocrates or his career, in fact it provides very important evidence for his
standing among both Greeks and Romans and for his influence outside the
northeast Peloponnese. The name of Aristocrates’ father,
, known
from this inscription and from the following inscription (IG IV 581), first
allowed the identification of the two honorands.19

I G IV 5 8 1 : ARG OS
This inscription, now lost,20 is known only from the transcription made
by Fourmont, who saw it “in domo Iosephi” during his visit to Argos in
1729–1730.21 Boeckh, the first editor, produced his text “ex schedis Fourmonti”; all subsequent editors seem to have simply reproduced Boeckh’s
text.
17. The first native Athenian
attested with the tria nomina in Athenian inscriptions seems to have been
C. Iulius Nicias, son of Ar[- - -], of
Lamptrai (IG II² 3896, with Byrne
2003a, p. 16; 2003b, p. xiii, n. 7).
IG II² 3896 was dated by Kirchner to
“fin. s. I a. ?,” but Dittenberger (IG III
787) had suggested a date close to that
of the inscription of Aristocrates on
paleographic grounds (between Augustus and Nero, see p. 652, above).
The first Romanized non-Athenian
Greeks, like the Euryclids of Sparta,
and the first Eastern potentates, like
the epic poet Iulius Nicanor from
Hierapolis Bambyke, are attested with
tria nomina in Athens from Augustus
onward. For the dating of Iulius Nicanor’s activities, see Follet 2004, pp. 144–
152.
18. For a convenient synopsis of
C. Iulius Eurycles and the honors given

to him, see RP II, LAC 461.
19. For more on Aristocrates’ father
and other possible relatives, see pp. 667–
668, below.
20. The stone is not listed in the
catalogue of the old city museum of
Argos published in Kophiniotis 1892,
pp. 95–112. According to C. Kritzas
(pers. comm.), the inscription is also
not included either in the inventories
of the Argos museum or in the catalogue of inscriptions compiled by
Prêtre, nor was it ever brought to the
Epigraphical Museum in Athens. We
warmly thank Kritzas for generously
providing this information concerning
the stone’s possible whereabouts.
Despite the lack of positive evidence
for the stone’s physical appearance, we
assume that it was a rectangular stone
statue base. Our assumption is based on
the layout of the text, comparison with
other similar inscriptions, and the

absence of any explicit statement to
the contrary, of the sort that Fourmont
often, albeit not uniformly, provides
when relevant.
21. For Fourmont’s visit to Argos,
see Sève 1993, pp. 31–35. On the
quality of Fourmont’s copies, see Tillyard 1906, pp. 478–479; Robert 1979,
pp. 153–154, n. 1. Fourmont also found
and copied three other inscriptions in
the same location (IG IV 578, 601,
603), as well as two others that refer to
professional associations and are discussed below (pp. 656–658); concerning
the latter two inscriptions, IG IV 607 is
now also lost but was found by Fourmont close to the still-extant church
of Ayia Paraskevi, while IG IV 608 is
said to have been built into the same
church but is not visible from the outside. For improvements to the text of
IG IV 608, see Curty and Piérart 2009,
p. 195 (discussed pp. 657–658, below).
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Bibliography: CIG 1134, after Fourmont’s copy (Kophiniotis 1892,
p. 128; SGDI 3297; IG IV 581).

Not e s on Rea dings
Line 1:

Boeckh;

Fourmont.

Boeckh, comparing IG IV 607, a dedication by
, and IG IV 608,
a dedication by
(or
; see pp. 657–658, below),
recognized that Fourmont’s nonsensical text must also conceal the name of
what he apparently thought was a collegium, or a professional association or
guild. Boeckh therefore suggested reading
, which he derived
from
, a rare word apparently equivalent to
( V Ar. Pax 48; Hsch.
1437; cf. 1432),22 and the verb
/
, and understood the word
to be synonymous with
, i.e., tanners or leather-dressers. His bold
suggestion of reading an otherwise unattested word here was at last convincingly confirmed more than a century and a half later by the publication of
SEG LIII.1 293, another honorific inscription for Aristocrates involving this
same association; for discussion of this inscription, see pp. 658–660, below.
The use of the dative case for the honorand, while standard in Latin,
is very uncommon in Greek.23 Note also that the filiation follows Latin
rather than Greek word order (contrast IG II2 3889). These two factors
together suggest that the inscription is somehow Latinate, and may have
implications for the composition of the group that honored Aristocrates.
Further evidence of a possible Roman context is that a benefactor of this
association, as will be discussed below, is a certain M. Antonius Faustus,
presumably a freedman of Aristocrates.
The nature of the three supposed professional associations mentioned
above deserves further comment.24 In the original publication of the relevant inscriptions (IG IV 607 [= CIG 1136] and IG IV 608 [= CIG 1135]),
Boeckh made no suggestion as to the identity of these groups, aside from
saying that both were apparently associations of artisans. In IG IV, rejecting Liebenam’s interpretation that the
were an asso25
ciation of banqueters or feasters, Fraenkel followed Boeckh’s proposal
and further derived the name of the
from
, “smooth to the touch,”
after itacism of the form
, and assumed that they were an association
of levigantes (“levigaverint quidem lignas s. lapides”), i.e., woodcutters or
22.
is uniformly taken by
modern lexica and others to be a Boiotian word; Boeckh did so himself,
although without explaining why he
thought a Boiotian word might appear
in an Argive inscription. In fact, the
sole basis for assuming that the word
is Boiotian is Casaubon’s erroneous
deduction (ad Ath. 14.622a) that it

must be so since Stratt. fr. 49.8 alleges
that
is the standard Theban word for Attic
. There
is, therefore, little reason to assume that
is a particularly Boiotian word.
23. For the use of the dative in
Greek inscriptions, see Adams 2003,
p. 45, n. 119 (cf. pp. 658–661).
24. For a general discussion of

professional associations, including
earlier bibliography, see Van Nijf 1997;
we have been unable to obtain a copy
of Dittmann-Schöne 2001 (but see
SEG LI 2278 for a general overview
of the contents and a concordance of
the inscriptions).
25. Liebenam 1890, p. 185, n. 1.
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stonecutters;26 he identified the
as an association of fullones, presumably deriving the word from
, “to soften by working with the hand.”
Subsequently, Poland listed the three Argive associations among the professional associations of craftsmen and manual workers (Handwerker), despite
entertaining some doubt about the nature of these associations because of
the unclear character of the terms designating them: “Freilich möchte man
nach diesen Namen mit ihrem durchaus individuellen Charakter vermuten,
daß es sich nicht etwa um eine Zusammenfassung aller Gewerbsgenossen
in einer professionellen Korporation handelt, sondern nur um den Kultvereinen nahestehende kleinere Vereinigungen, daß sie daher mit einem
gewissen Rechte mit großen Anfangsbuchstaben geschrieben werden.”27
Shortly after the publication of IG IV, Vollgraff published two new Argive
inscriptions, a statue base and a decree, documenting another association,
the
.28 In this case there was no doubt that this Argive association ought to be capitalized (following Poland’s remark), since it honored
with a statue
, son of Aristocrates. The name of this association is
derived from the name of the honorand, and so is clearly part of the group
of associations whose names end in
or
that, in the words of
Robert, “sont issus de verbes en
et
désignant la célébration de
cérémonies et de fêtes,
,
,
.”29
Another document published in 1992, however, introduced further
complications into this debate, since it clearly demonstrated the existence
of professional associations in Argos. Charneux published the beginning
of a decree of a
from Argos that he dated on
palaeographic grounds to the late 1st century a.d.30 This decree mentions
the theft of the statue of Hephaistos that a certain Nikostratos, son of
Nikostratos, resident in the city and presumably a member of the association of smiths, offered to replace. In this instance, the meaning of the
association’s name seems clear enough, and one can easily imagine why
such a group, or one of its members, might have an interest in replacing a
statue of Hephaistos.
The recent publication of a Hellenistic decree from Argos (2nd century b.c.)
in honor of a gymnasiarch by the
has revived discussion about
the nature of the three supposed Argive professional associations whose
names remain unclear. On the basis of the new inscription they published,
Curty and Piérart proposed correcting Fourmont’s reading
—
which already seemed suspect to Boeckh—to
, by adopting the
reading of Jourdain, who copied the inscription in 1822.31 They tentatively
suggested that the name of this association derives from the name of one
26. Mendoni (1996, p. 185) follows
Fraenkel in considering them to be
stone cutters. The groups mentioned in
IG IV 530, contrary to the opinion of
Fraenkel and Diels (apud IG IV), are
in fact tribal subdivisions rather than
professional associations. For further
comment on this inscription, see
LGPN III.A, p. ix; Billot 1997; and for
the tribal subdivisions, see Piérart 2000.

27. Poland 1909, p. 125: “Regarding
these names with their rather individual
character, one would of course suspect
that they are not a collection of all individuals within a professional association, but rather that they are smaller
organizations with connections to cult
associations, and that for that reason
there is some justification in capitalizing their names”; cf. pp. 117–118.

28. Vollgraff 1903, p. 260, no. 1 (dated
to the 3rd/2nd century b.c. at LGPN
III.A, s.v.
), and Vollgraff 1919,
pp. 169–170, no. 24, respectively.
29. Robert 1967, p. 12.
30. Charneux 1992 (= SEG XLII
273bis).
31. Curty and Piérart 2009, pp. 194–
197.
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of the three Argive gymnasia that would consequently have been called
Delphis. Aside from anything else, one pertinent conclusion from this new
information is that some of these obscure associations, whatever their
origins, seem to have taken part in the life of the gymnasium.32
To return to the inscription at hand, the terms
and
, which
the
use to designate Aristocrates, deserve further discussion
in this context. Their position on the stone—the word
is centered in
isolation in line 3, as transcribed by Boeckh from Fourmont’s notes—and
the fact that the two words are not linked by a coordinating conjunction
suggest that they are better understood, or at least treated, independently,
rather than as associated terms, as is usually the case when
is linked
with another honorific title.33 Although the term
can be used as a
somewhat generic honorific, in this period it is likely to indicate posthumous
honors.34 The use of
is slightly more complicated. The word apparently can be used almost generically to refer to general benefactions rather
than to any specific foundation or construction,35 but
clearly can
also have a more concrete meaning, and so Aristocrates may have received
this title because he had repaired or constructed a building, or a part of it,
either for the association itself or more generally for the benefit of the city.36
In this particular case, an additional possibility, already raised by Fraenkel
and admittedly speculative, is that Aristocrates had played some important
role in the actual founding of the association; conceivably, therefore, the
may have organized ceremonies for their founder. Be that
as it may, the following inscription (SEG LIII.1 293) clearly confirms, on
the one hand, the connection between the association of the
and Aristocrates, and suggests, on the other, the link of the
,
like other Argive associations, with the life of the gymnasium.

S EG LIII. 1 293: ARGOS
The inscription is cut on a marble herm-like base with a cutting on the top
for a statue. The stone had been reused as part of the stylobate in an Early
Christian building in Argos, where it was found in 1992 during excavations by the Greek Archaeological Service. This brief description and the
measurements given below are based solely on the information provided by
Oikonomou-Laniado, who does not include a photograph; similarly, our
text repeats the one found in the same study (but with the accents corrected
as in SEG and AÉ), and thus has no independent authority.37
Dimensions (according to the editio princeps): H. 1.42; W. 0.285 m
(thickness and letter height not provided).
Bibliography: Oikonomou-Laniado 2003, pp. 68–69.
32. Curty and Piérart 2009, p. 198.
33. Poland (1909, p. 230) points out
that the conjunction of the two terms
used here is peculiar.
34. For bibliography on the use of
, see Buraselis 2000, p. 58, n. 147.
35. See, e.g., Dittenberger on OGIS
492. For the economic and even juridical assistance that associations could

receive from their benefactors, see Van
Nijf 1997, pp. 73–128.
36. See Follet 1992. There are
some associations that also honor
founders; see Waltzing 1895–1900,
vol. 3, nos. 102 (I. Side, no. 105), 140
(I. Ephesos, no. 727; where styled as
founder of the city), 160 (TAM V.2
986).

37. Although this inscription was
published in Oikonomou-Laniado
2003 and included in both SEG and
AÉ (2003, no. 1629), it apparently is
not considered fully published and
remains “under study”; as a result, our
request to examine the stone was denied
by the relevant authorities.
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The gymnasiarch M. Antonius Faustus, otherwise unattested,
set up this monument in honor of Aristocrates for the
(
in IG IV 581); he may have been a member of this association, a benefactor of it, or both. The monument was presumably
erected in a public area, possibly close to the gymnasium or even within
it. Onomastic analysis suggests that these two individuals, although
they may well have had some sort of relationship, must be distinguished
socially. Aristocrates, who in light of IG IV 581 is surely to be identified
as M. Antonius Aristocrates, was a prominent local personality bearing
a Greek name. Although his onomastic formula is reduced to the single
personal name, his lack of Roman names does not imply that he was not
yet a Roman citizen or had somehow lost this status at the time. He must
have been a very well-known figure in the city, and the omission of his
Roman names here might also have had the deliberate aim of emphasizing the social disparity between honorand and honorer. Faustus was a
popular Roman wish name in the Greek world,38 particularly among slaves
and freedmen.39 It is tempting to assume that Marcus Antonius Faustus
belonged to the familia of Aristocrates, since the Antonii of Argos were
few in number at the time, and we know that prominent local figures with
Roman citizenship played a major role in the diffusion of the Roman
gentilicia through their descendants and freedmen.40
If the assumption is correct that Marcus Antonius Faustus is a freedman, his position as gymnasiarch is representative of another trend in Greece
during the Imperial period. Fröhlich points out that from the end of the
1st century b.c. women, children, and princes of the imperial family could
bear the title of gymnasiarch.41 It is further noteworthy that from the 1st
century b.c. gymnasiarchs were also taken from the Roman diaspora settled
in the Greek cities.42 This Roman diaspora was of considerable importance
in the 1st century b.c. and played a key role in the mediation between local
communities and Romans in power.43 In this regard, the importance of the
gymnasium in some cities deserves attention.44 In general, Greek gymnasia
during the Roman period gradually opened their doors to a much greater
variety of social classes than ever before, especially as the bathing function
38. Solin 2001; cf. Zoumbaki 2008.
39. Kajanto 1982, pp. 71–73, 133;
Solin 1996, vol. 1, pp. 82–84. For a
freedman called M. Antonius Faustus
(1st/2nd century a.d., from Rome), see
CIL VI 34451.
40. For a recently published inscription showing how important Roman
citizens could contribute to the spread
of Roman gentilicia through numerous
freedmen (here Antonia Tryphaina
and her
with the nomina

M. Antonius and Antonia), see Dimitrova 2008, pp. 115–119, no. 46. For
an example less far afield, see Corinth
VIII.1, no. 130 (nomina L. Numisius
and Numisia).
41. Fröhlich 2009, p. 81.
42. A good example is Aulus Aemilius Zosimus, gymnasiarch at
Priene after the First Mithridatic war
(I.Priene, no. 112). See, in general,
Purcell 2005, pp. 86–88; Fröhlich 2009.
43. For the Roman diaspora and its

role in mediating with the Roman
authorities, see Purcell 2005.
44. In Thespiae, e.g., in the Late
Hellenistic period, perhaps under
Augustus (see Jones 1970, p. 227), a
gymnasium had been set aside for the
important local community of Italian
negotiatores (
) at the initiative of
the local notable Polycratides, son of
Anthemion; see Delorme 1960,
pp. 205–206; Müller 1996, p. 161.
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of gymnasia became more central.45 This evolution prompted the confusion and even the interchange of the terms gymnasion and balaneion.46 In
Argos sometime in the 1st century a.d., the
set up a statue in honor of Tiberius Claudius Diodotus,
member of a leading Argive family;47 the inscription reports that, among
other benefactions, Diodotus not only offered oil to slaves and freedmen
in gymnasia and balaneia, but also was the first to do so throughout the
day (
).48 In this case, gymnasia-balaneia
were the place for a member of the local elite to promote an inclusive
policy, which must have pleased the socially composite local Roman diaspora, and which was also in agreement with the Roman idea of the public
baths.49 Consequently, gymnasia may have been a good place for Roman
authorities to assess the attitude of local communities toward foreigners,
and particularly toward the Roman diaspora.
We may shed additional light on this Romanized milieu by examining
briefly another prominent figure and gymnasiarch who was honored by an
association in Argos, perhaps also under Augustus.50 The
honored
L. Cornelius
,51 who is to be identified with the L. Cornelius
honored by the Argive
for his civic career in the 1st century b.c./
1st century a.d.52 In the latter inscription, L. Cornelius Ingenuus is recorded as having been gymnasiarch
, agoranomos,
secretary, twice treasurer, and recipient of the
;53 he
was thus almost certainly an exceptional benefactor to the city, if not also
to the
. His career demonstrates that he was an active member of
the local elite of the city, and not a foreigner de passage. Unfortunately, his
gentilicium is too common to know whether he was of Italian origin, the
descendant of a freedman, or even of local origin, since the gentilicium
Cornelius occurs among traders, but is also borne by prestigious Roman
families of the time. Moreover, the Latin cognomen Ingenuus, meaning
alternatively “indigenous” or “freeborn,” makes it difficult to identify his
social origin: did he belong to the well-documented milieu of the Italians
residing in Argos, or was he a Greek notable with Roman citizenship and
Latin cognomen?54
45. See, in general, Yegül 1992,
2010; Gauthier and Hatzopoulos 1993,
pp. 76–87; note also the characterization of the gymnasium as a “seconde
agora” by Robert (1960, p. 298, n. 3;
1966a, p. 422, n. 7).
46. Yegül 1992, p. 312; 2010,
pp. 156–157.
47. IG IV 606; for Diodotus, see
RP I, ARG 88.
48. For the centrality of olive oil
and its distribution in the functioning
of gymnasia, as well as for other aspects
of the institution, see Kennell 2001;
Fröhlich 2009.
49. For the inclusiveness of the
Roman baths, see Yegül 2010, pp. 34–

39; note, however, that Romans tended
toward a certain moral disapproval of
baths.
50. For the dating, see Curty and
Piérart 2009, p. 197 (Augustan); RP I,
ARG 111 (beginning of the Imperial period); Charneux 1953, p. 400
(1st century b.c.–1st century a.d.).
51. IG IV 607.
52. SEG XIII 244.
53. For the interpretation of this
term (against Charneux 1953, pp. 401–
402), see BullÉp 1958, no. 233.
54. For L. Cornelius Ingenuus, see
RP I, ARG 111; for his possible origins, see Mendoni 1996, pp. 184–185.
Italian Cornelii are well attested in

Greece. The quaestor L. Cornelius S. f.
Lentulus was honored by the Italians
on Delos, perhaps ca. 100 b.c. (I.Délos
1694), and his family appears to have
close ties with Delos (for this individual and his possible father, a proconsul
already active on Delos, see Baslez
2002, pp. 57–58). Subsequently, the
two sacks of Delos scattered the Italians throughout the islands and the
Peloponnese (Van Berchem 1962;
Zoumbaki 1998–1999). Note also,
among others, the Latin inscriptions
recording a L. Cornelius Agathopus
at Athens (CIL III 7293) and a
L. Corn[elius?] on Delos (I.Délos
1752, line 5), as well as the Cornelii
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In any case, if rightly dated to the Augustan reign, the honorific
inscription set up by the city for L. Cornelius Ingenuus, along with the
two inscriptions related to Aristocrates, can be added to a relatively large
group of inscriptions from Augustan Greece documenting “local” Roman
citizens of various backgrounds, including elements of the Roman diaspora
and Greeks with Roman citizenship.55 In regard to the Roman diaspora,
Nicholas Purcell has pointed out that “the Romans of the wider world
were a gallery to which Augustus had to play too, and arguably the most
important for the development of the discourses of power, legitimacy, and
political expectation which were to be characteristic of the imperial future.
The Augustan age. . .might even be regarded as an acme in the fortunes
and self-consciousness of the scattered Romans of the Empire.”56 In the
cities of Augustan Greece, the epigraphical surge of “local” Romans, from
both the Roman diaspora and the local elite, is likely to have been a sign
of a positive reaction to the new regime after the troubled period of the
civil wars. Another kind of strong declaration of provincial commitment
was evidently the organization of the imperial cult—for which the following inscription from Corinth, regarding the Isthmian Caesarean Games,
offers more information.

TH E N E W EVIDEN C E : CORIN TH I-1 9 7 3 -4
Although inventoried only in 1973, excavation records indicate that the
stone had been deposited in the Corinth Museum from somewhere outside
the excavations prior to the Second World War.
The stone is a rectangular block of grey poros limestone; all faces are
original, although the top edges of both sides have been broken away (Fig. 1).
On the top is a circular cutting (Diam. 0.055; D. 0.065 m), centered laterally but placed well toward the rear of the stone (0.16 m from the front
face). This cutting would have received a dowel for attaching an upper
block bearing the crowning molding and, on its top, the cuttings for the
attachment of a statue of Aristocrates; similarly, the inscribed stone would
originally have sat on another block bearing the base molding. The sides and
designated as Rhomaioi at Athens
(IG II2 1008 + SEG XXI 477; IG II2
1961; 10153). If Ingenuus was an
enfranchised Greek notable, Mendoni
suggests that the patron might have
been P. Cornelius Scipio, quaestor pro
praetore in Achaia under Augustus and
attested in Athens (IG II² 4120, 4121),
Messene (SEG XXIII 206; ca. a.d. 1–2),
and possibly Oropos (SEG XXXI 428
= I.Oropos, no. 459). In reality, of
course, the L. Cornelii were very
numerous; the Lentuli, for example
(see, e.g., IG II² 4134), were important
under Augustus and in the last years of
the Republican period. Note also that

the family might have used more than
one praenomen. There were other Cornelii in Argos in the 2nd and 3rd centuries a.d., but their praenomina are
unknown, which makes any link hypothetical due to the high frequency of
this gentilicium.
55. For Athens, see n. 17, above. For
the Peloponnese, see, e.g., RP I, ACH
64: Publius Caninius Agrippa, honored
by the city of Pellene and the Rhomaioi
(beginning of the Imperial era); RP I,
ARC 10: T. Arminius Tauriscus, who
financed the erection of a bridge (dedicated to Augustus); RP I, ARG 114:
Gn. Cornelius Nicatas, an Epidaurian

notable, priest of the imperial cult,
founder and first agonothete of the Asclapeia and Caesareia, honored by the city
under Augustus; RP I, EL 138: Ti. Claudius Apollonius, client of Tiberius in
ca. 20–10 b.c. and honored by the city;
RP II, LAC 456: G. Iulius Deximachus, princeps of the Agrippiastae ca.
16 b.c.; RP II, LAC 461: G. Iulius
Eurycles, recipient of multiple honors
from the Rhomaioi and the cities of the
Laconian coast. This surge in honorific
inscriptions will be fully documented
and discussed in a later publication.
56. Purcell 2005, pp. 85–86.
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Figure 1. Corinth I-1973-4. Photo
courtesy Corinth Excavations

the upper and lower portions of the front were finished with a flat chisel;
the central portion (ca. 0.32 m high) of the front was more finely finished
with a claw chisel and is slightly recessed. A large fragment (ca. 0.23 x
0.15 m) of fine white plaster still adheres to the right side of the stone;
discoloration elsewhere, especially on the left side, provides further evidence
for the original presence of plaster. Apparently, therefore, the stone was
originally coated with a fine white plaster, presumably to disguise the use
of limestone and give the appearance of marble; if the stone was plastered
prior to being inscribed, this may account for several seemingly incomplete
letters (see Notes on Readings, below). For a similarly plastered inscription
from Early Roman Corinth, see Corinth VIII.2, no. 131, on which large
sections of plaster survive; Corinth VIII.3, no. 68 is surely not so late as
Kent supposes,57 and may well have been another example. The back of the
block was rough-picked, and so the monument probably originally stood
against a wall. Each line of the inscription is centered.
Dimensions: H. 0.61; W. 0.445; Th. 0.265 m. H. of letters: line 1: 0.055
m (T 0.070 m); line 2: 0.045 m; lines 3–5: 0.030 m (except that the first
two letters of line 3 are the same height as the letters in line 2).58
M
. . [ s] Antonio
<A>ristocrate.
agonothe.(te) Isthmion
et s Cae[sa]reon tribus
Iulia

57. Cf. Robert 1966b, pp. 739–740.
58. One assumes that the larger
height of the letters AG is a mistake;
presumably either the cutter forgot to
reduce the letter height as he began
line 3 or he realized, after beginning
the line, that continuing at that height
would not allow for the desired layout.
Both explanations contain the implication that the cutter did not, or at least
not very carefully, mark out the text on
the stone before cutting.
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Note s on Readi n gs
Line 1: Dotted M: only the bottom half of the leftmost stroke survives;
A is just possible. The interpunct is used very sporadically in this inscription (the only certain example is after et in line 4). We restore it in the
damaged surface of the stone here since otherwise the M would have to
have been uncommonly broad or an unusually large space would have
to have been left between M and Antonio. The enlargement of the T in
Antonio and its aesthetic effect (enhanced here by the letter’s central
position in the line) are discussed by Ricci.59
Line 2: <A>: the crossbar is mistakenly omitted. Dotted E: This letter
is difficult. The vertical survives, as does an apparent bottom horizontal.
The surface of the stone survives where the top horizontal should be; a
shallow scratch is visible there, but nothing that can be interpreted as a real
cut. Therefore, either the letter was I, and the apparent bottom horizontal
is stray damage, or the letter was E, and the top and middle horizontals
were mistakenly omitted. We adopt the latter solution and explain the
apparently omitted horizontals, as also the missing crossbar in the A, with
the assumption that the stone was plastered prior to being inscribed and
that the cutter did not always cut deeply enough through the plaster to
mark the stone itself. This conclusion is supported by a tendency for Greek
names of this class to have a dative in -e in Latin.60
Line 3: Dotted E: only the bottom portion of the vertical and the left
half of the bottom horizontal survive; also possible are L and perhaps B.
Parallels suggest the resolution agonothe(te).61
The inscription obviously dates to a time after the battle of Actium,
since Aristocrates is agonothete of the Isthmian and Caesarean Games; that
it is also best dated not too long after Actium, perhaps in the early 20s b.c.,
is suggested by several factors.62 Aristocrates may already have been at or
near the peak of his career approximately a decade prior to the battle, since
he seems to have obtained Roman citizenship as early as 39–36 b.c. (see
pp. 664–665, below, for the evidence from the coinage of Dyme); how much
longer his career lasted is perhaps debatable, but, if the connection with Dyme
is correct, it surely cannot have been more than several decades at most.
Second, limestone is used only rarely for inscriptions in Roman Corinth, and
most examples can be dated to the relatively early years of the colony. Marble,
although it had to be imported, quickly replaced limestone as the stone of
choice for inscriptions, especially for statue bases and the like. Finally, given
that Aristocrates’ background as a former client of Antony was clear to all,
he may well have wished to establish exactly where his sympathies lay in
the political context of the post-Antony Greek East; serving as agonothete of
59. Ricci 1992, p. 35.
60. For this phenomenon, see Adams
2003, pp. 474–477.
61. See Geagan 1968, p. 77; cf. n. 60,
above.
62. The Caesarean Games are generally assumed to have begun in 30 b.c.;
Corinth VIII.2, pp. 64–65 (cf. Corinth
VIII.3, pp. 28–29) remains the basic
account. Note also that this inscription,

whatever its precise date, appears to be
the earliest epigraphic evidence for
renewed Corinthian control of the Isthmian Games. For the question of when
the games returned to Corinthian control, see Gebhard 1993; for the separate
question of when they returned to the
Isthmus, see Kajava 2002. A full and
up-to-date study of the Isthmian and
Caesarean Games would be welcome.
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the Isthmian and Caesarean Games would have been an obvious and ostentatious way of expressing his new allegiance.63 The more quickly he moved
to demonstrate this allegiance, the stronger his position would have been
for maintaining his previous stature among the pro-Roman provincial elite.
This inscription also offers the first attestation of the Corinthian tribe
Iulia, which can now be added to the 11 or 12 local Corinthian tribes already
known.64 Although this is not the place for a full discussion of this new tribe,
a few general comments are in order.65 The name itself follows the known
pattern of Corinthian tribes being named after relatives or close associates
of Caesar, Augustus or a later emperor.66 This inscription is, moreover,
the earliest attestation of any Corinthian tribe, unless it can be dated as
late as the dedication to M. Agrippa by the tribe Vinicia (Corinth VIII.2,
no. 16; 18–12 b.c.). In any case, the erection of this statue in honor of Aristocrates by the tribe Iulia need not be concerned in any direct way with
his agonothesia; stated differently, this inscription perhaps offers oblique
evidence for further Corinthian benefactions on the part of Aristocrates,
as well as testifying to his generally high status in the province. Even if the
inscription is not exactly contemporary with Aristocrates’ tenure as agonothete, mention that he held the office is unsurprising since it is one of the
highest offices, if not the highest, in the administration of the colony, and
in any case would have been Aristocrates’ closest connection to the city.67

CO INAGE OF DY M E
Fresh analysis of a piece of numismatic evidence may help to complete
the (pre-Augustan) portrait of M. Antonius Aristocrates. Little is known
of the Roman colony of Dyme,68 but six emissions of its colonial coinage,
which according to Amandry’s chronology range in date from 44 b.c. to
the reign of Tiberius, are illustrated in Roman Provincial Coinage.69 Interestingly, one of these emissions was struck by Cn(aius) Octa(vius) and
M. Ant(onius) Aris(- - -), a pair of duoviri of the colony (see Fig. 2).70
63. That Aristocrates was agonothete,
even though he was not a Corinthian,
is perhaps not surprising; funding the
games required a substantial amount of
money, and the financial resources of
individual Corinthians may well have
been limited at this early date, thus
encouraging them to look for wealthy
non-Corinthian benefactors. For the
agonothesia at Corinth generally, see
Geagan 1968; for the perhaps limited
wealth of Corinthians, see Williams
1989, esp. p. 162.
64. For a brief overview of the
Corinthian tribes and what is known
about them, see Wiseman 1979,
pp. 497–498. The possibility exists,
however, that Iulia is not in fact a tribe
stricto sensu, but rather an honorific in
use for a relatively limited period of

time; see Weinstock 1971, pp. 158–162.
For a somewhat analogous situation,
albeit on a larger scale, compare the
short-lived Flavian renaming of Colonia Laus Iulia Corinthiensis as Colonia
Iulia Flavia Augusta Corinthiensis; see
Walbank 2002.
65. Full discussion of the tribe Iulia
at Corinth, together with a reappraisal
of the Corinthian tribes generally, will
appear in a later publication.
66. The suggested eponyms for the
tribes can be found in Wiseman 1979,
p. 498.
67. For the prestige of this office
relative to that of the other local magistracies, see Geagan 1968, p. 76.
68. See now Rizakis 2008, p. 34.
69. RPC I, nos. 1283–1289, with
Amandry 1981, 1983.

70. From the one known coin of
this emission, Boutkowski (1881,
col. 1135) and Imhoof-Blumer (1883,
p. 165, no. 44) read M. An. Aris(- - -)
and M. Ant. Aris(- - -), respectively.
Grant (1946, p. 264) read M. Ant(onius) Arista(?rchus), with the last
two letters of the name (- - TA-)
being a ligature. Amandry (1981,
p. 51, no. III = RPC I, no. 1285) published the reading M. Ant. Arist(- - -)
and on p. 58 M. Ant. Aris(tarchus?).
Grant’s reading was followed by Rizakis (2001, p. 47, n. 45). After having
the coin cleaned in response to our
inquiries, M. Amandry (pers. comm.)
generously provided us with a new
reading: CN OCTA M ANT ARIS II
V[IR].
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Figure 2. Bronze coin from
Dyme, 39–36 b.c., RPC I,
no. 1285, a: obverse; b: reverse.

Scale 2:1. Photos courtesy Bibliothèque
Nationale, Paris

The emission bears the abbreviated ethnic C.I.A.Dum., which has been
resolved by Amandry as C(olonia) I(ulia) A(ntonia) Dum(aeorum), and
consequently would be evidence for a new deductio by Antony after the
Caesarian deductio of 44 b.c.71 The helmeted head of Pallas Athena on the
obverse of this emission is also found on the emission bearing the ethnic
C(olonia) I(ulia) Dum(aeorum) struck by the duoviri C(aius) Arri(us)
A(uli) f(ilius) and C(aius) Iul(ius) Tang(inus) and assigned by Amandry
to 40 b.c. Also noteworthy are the duoviri C(aius) Iuli(us) Calamus and
L(ucius) Aemil(ius) La(- - -), who struck an emission with the bare head
of Octavian on the obverse. Presumably, both C. Iulius Tanginus and
C. Iulius Calamus derived their Roman names from Caesar or Octavian. It
thus seems reasonable to connect the M(arcus) Ant(onius) Aris(- - -) who
appears on the bronze coinage of Dyme dated by Amandry to 39–36 b.c.
with our M. Antonius Aristocrates, Antony’s close companion.
The colonial bronze coinages provide evidence for an important series
of influential personalities, especially C. Iulii and M. Antonii.72 In Corinth,
the abundant emissions of the duoviri issued between 44 b.c. and a.d. 69
and recording 24 pairs of duoviri give the names of three M. Antonii and
four C. Iulii.73 This group must be broken down into two categories, which
represent different moments in the history of the colony and its elite: freedmen and their descendants, and Greeks who obtained Roman citizenship.
Two well-known M. Antonii allow us to understand better the first
category. Despite a name that has the appearance of freeborn status,
M. Antonius Theophilus is said by Plutarch to have been one of Antonius’s
71. Amandry 1981, pp. 57–58.
Amandry offers cogent arguments for
an Antonine deductio, and thus it is
unlikely that the new nomenclature is
evidence for a temporary honorific
renaming of the colony analogous to
that at Corinth during the Flavian
period; for the latter, see Walbank 2002.
72. In Knossos, the duoviri C.
Petronius and M. Antonius struck an
Augustan emission (RPC I, no. 977).
An Aeschinus Caes(aris) l(ibertus)
known by a bronze emission from
Augustan Knossos was twice duovir
and must have borne the names C.
Iulius (RPC I, no. 978). In Buthrotum,
an Augustan emission provides the
names of two duoviri quinquennales:

T. Pompon(ius) and C(aius) Iuli(us)
(RPC I, no. 1381). Another Augustan
emission from Buthrotum gives the
names Graecinus and Milesius (RPC I,
no. 1387). Graecinus is known by
another emission as P(ublius) Pomp(onius?) Graecinus (RPC I, no. 1388),
while Melfi (2007, pp. 307–308) plausibly suggests a link between a M. Antonius Milesius attested at Corinth and
the duovir Milesius.
73. For the chronology of the duovir emission as a whole, see Amandry
1988; Howgego 1989; RPC I, pp. 249–
250, nos. 1116–1222. The currently
accepted chronology for the duoviri
named C. Iulius or M. Antonius is as
follows:

44 or 43 b.c.: C. Iulius and
L. Aeficius Certus
43 or 42 b.c.: C. Iulius Nicephorus
and P. Tadius Chilo
40 b.c.: M. Antonius Orestes and
Cn. Publilius
30 b.c.: M. Antonius Theophilus
and P. Aebutius
Between 10/9 and 5/4 b.c.:
M. Antonius Hipparchus and
M. Novius Bassus
2/1 b.c.: M. Antonius Hipparchus
and C. Servilius C. f.
a.d. 1/2: C. Iulius Herac(- - -)
and P. Aebutius Sp. f.
a.d. 57/58 or 58/59: C. Iulius
Polyaenus and Ti. Claudius
Optatus
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freedmen.74 Theophilus was sent as the personal procurator of Antony to
Corinth (
), where he settled with his influential
son M. Antonius Hipparchus after the battle of Actium. Plutarch’s account accords with the general tendency for historians to consider, on the
basis of onomastics, the majority of these early C. Iulii and M. Antonii
who were duoviri in the colonies as freedmen or descendants of freedmen
of Caesar, Octavian/Augustus, or Antony, rather than as native Greeks
who had been awarded Roman citizenship.75 Inscriptions do attest to the
presence of freedmen in that period;76 moreover, evidence from Italy and
Western provinces confirms that freedmen held municipal honors in early
Caesarean colonies.77
In contrast with the early C. Iulii and M. Antonii, the later category
of C. Iulii attested among the duoviri of Corinth were native Greeks. C.
Iulius Laco and C. Iulius Spartiaticus under Claudius belonged to the
family of the Euryclids of Sparta and were imperial procurators.78 C. Iulius
Polyaenus, who was duovir with Ti. Claudius Optatus in 57/8 or 58/9 b.c.,
is likely to have come from Sicyon, since he also signed as
(=
,
i.e., duovir) an emission of coins struck in Sicyon in honor of Nero’s visit.79
Most of the C. Iulii and M. Antonii documented for the triumvirate and
the reign of Augustus presumably belonged to a group of subordinate
administrators used by Octavian and Antony in the East, some of whom
continued to play an important role during the reign of Augustus himself.80
It is understandable that the first category, if of servile origin, progressively disappeared from the fore with the stabilization of the Principate.
The normal social practice was to keep freedmen (though not their descendants) out of office, and the lex Visellia of a.d. 24 (Cod. Iust. 9.21), which
banned them from holding municipal honors, if not simply applicable also
in Caesar’s colonies, reaffirmed the requirement of dignitas for municipal
office holders.81 The native Greeks bearing the nomina C. Iulii among
the duoviri under Claudius and Nero represent a different moment in the
history of the colonial elite.82 At that time some native Greeks used the
colony as a showcase for their provincial ambitions, as the Roman imperial
administration little by little began to recruit from the provincial elite.83
If most of the C. Iulii and M. Antonii of the first category were freedmen, the above suggestion that identifies the duovir M(arcus) Ant(onius)
74. Plut. Ant. 67.7.
75. Spawforth 1996, pp. 169–170,
176, 179; Rizakis 2001, pp. 41–46. As
far as the duovir C. Iulius Herac(- - -)
is concerned, Spawforth (1996, pp. 174,
179, with further bibliography) has
argued that he was not a member of
the Euryclid family but was instead of
freedman origin.
76. In Dyme, e.g., the freedman
(C. Iulius) Philomusus (RP I, ACH
138) erected a statue for his patron
Octavian (CIL III 7255; 30–27 b.c.),
while in the Corinthia the imperial
freedman C(aius) Iulius Epagathus

(RP I, COR 339) is attested (ILGR 83;
first half of the 1st century a.d.).
77. Treggiari 1969, pp. 63–64;
Serano Delgado 1988, pp. 187–193;
Rizakis 2001, pp. 41–42; Mouritsen
2011, p. 74.
78. Balzat 2005, pp. 290–291.
79. RPC I, no. 1241 (cf. nos. 1201,
1202, for coins struck in Corinth when
he was duovir there); Spawforth 1996,
pp. 174, 179. A kinsman of his is probably [C. I]ulius Polyaenus, hellanodikes
in a.d. 137 (RP I, COR 351).
80. For this group, see Reynolds
1982, p. 100.

81. The lex Coloniae Genetivae Iuliae
indicates that freedmen were allowed to
hold honors in Urso (Roman Statutes,
chap. cv, no. 25); the copy of this Caesarean charter was engraved in the Flavian period, but it does not necessarily
follow that this practice was frequent
either at that period (see Serano Delgado 1988, p. 190) or even in Caesar’s
time. For the meaning of the lex Visellia, see more generally Treggiari 1969,
pp. 63–64; Mouritsen 2011, pp. 73–75.
82. Rizakis 2001, pp. 45–46.
83. For the ordo equester, see
Demougin 1988, pp. 545–552.
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Aris(tocrates) with M. Antonius Aristocrates indicates that this group may
have included some native Greeks, despite the fact that most native Greeks
known to have been duoviri in Corinth during the Julio-Claudian period
belong to the reigns of Claudius and Nero.84 The case of M. Antonius
Aristocrates is obviously not comparable with the success of some native
Greeks under Claudius and Nero. He is better portrayed as an ambitious
native Greek who seized the opportunity of holding honors in the colony
of Dyme in a period characterized by the instability of Roman political
power. At the time, personal relationships with powerful Romans could
quickly lead men of various backgrounds to prominent positions.

CON C LU S I O N S
M. Antonius Aristocrates himself may have belonged to a family of the
Peloponnesian elite, but one cannot exclude the possibility that his prominent position in the decades between 40 and 20 b.c. was largely due to his
personal connection with Antony.85 Even without the welcome confirmation provided by Wilhelm’s identification of Aristocrates with the poet
Antonius of Argos,86 an Argive origin could have been plausibly deduced.
His known benefactions are concentrated in the northeast Peloponnese,
and he seems to have been particularly honored in Argos.87 His father’s
name, Anaxion, is uncommon throughout Greece in all periods, but there
are several examples at Argos in the Late Hellenistic period, possibly all
from the same family.88
The dating of 39–36 b.c. proposed by Amandry for the coin from
Dyme means that Aristocrates may have enjoyed a relatively long friendship with Antony; by that date he must have already been at or near the
height of his career, and so one suspects that he must have been a close
contemporary of Antony, born ca. 90–70 b.c. Shortly before 40 b.c., when
Antony left Rome for the East, some Greeks from the East had already
achieved prominent positions in Rome itself: Cn. Pompeius Theophanes
of Mytilene, the close friend of Pompey the Great, was Pompey’s praefectus
fabrum at Pharsalus,89 and Lysiades of Athens and Cydas of Gortyn became
84. Spawforth 1996, pp. 173–174.
The exception is P. Caninius Agrippa,
duovir in a.d. 16/17 or 21/22. One
reason put forward by historians for
this chronological difference is the
early reluctance of native Greek notables to participate in the civic life of
the colony because of the freedman
origins of the colonists (Spawforth
1996, pp. 173–174). Another is that
emperors, especially Claudius, explicitly
encouraged further integration among
provincial elites.
85. It is useful, perhaps, to contrast
the careers of the father and son freedmen of Antony, M. Antonius Theophi-

lus and M. Antonius Hipparchus. Both
men were powerful, and they seem to
have held positions of great authority
within the Antonine camp; the latter,
moreover, is alleged to have profited
greatly from the proscriptions (Plin.
HN 35.200). Both men were swift to
switch sides when the political winds
changed, and both attained the highest
offices in the colony at Corinth. For all
that, however, a sense of their lower
social standing remains.
86. Wilhelm 1980, p. 9.
87. It is tempting to connect IG VII
661, a tile from Argos inscribed
, with

M. Antonius Aristocrates, or at least
with a member of his family, but there
is no secure date for this inscription.
88. One such man, Anaxion, son of
Anaxion, known from a 1st-century
b.c. victors’ list from Oropos (IG VII
416 = I.Oropos 523, lines 42, 52), may
have been his father, brother, or another
close relative. In the Late Hellenistic
period the name also occurs once in
Megara and several times in the islands
(see references in LGPN I and III.A);
Aristocrates has no known connection
with any of these places.
89. Plut. Cic. 38.4, with Welch
1995, pp. 135–136.
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jurors in Rome thanks to Antony in 43 b.c.90 It is of course impossible to
know whether M. Antonius Aristocrates aspired to such a position, not
least since it would have been far outside the traditional civic perspective
of the Greek elite of the time, a group in which the distribution of Roman citizenship itself was still very limited.91 In any case, from ca. 40 b.c.
until 31 b.c. the power and influence of his patron Antony was felt less in
Rome than in the East.
Within the framework of the new regime being constructed after the
battle of Actium, Aristocrates clearly continued to exert the influence that
he had acquired during the unstable period of the triumvirate. Probably
soon after the battle he undertook the costly but prestigious agonothesia
of the Isthmian and Caesarean Games. This service not only provided an
ostentatious display of his new political sympathies, but also would have
given much-needed financial aid to the fairly recently founded colony at
Corinth, which at that date would have had relatively few wealthy benefactors among its citizens. Aristocrates is thus one of the very first in a long
line of wealthy and politically influential Peloponnesian aristocrats co-opted
to undertake the most prestigious, and therefore most expensive, magistracies at Corinth. His known benefactions in his home city of Argos and in
Athens are probably also to be dated after the battle of Actium, as they can
be considered to have been part of the surge of public declarations of local
commitment to the Augustan regime and an unambiguous affirmation of
the legitimacy of this regime issued by local communities in the province.
Aristocrates clearly was a powerful and important man in his own time,
but the fortunes of his family after his death are far less clear; indeed, no
descendants can be identified with any certainty. The M. Antonius Faustus responsible for erecting a monument in honor of Aristocrates (SEG
LIII.1 293) was almost certainly a freedman rather than a descendant.92
Sex. Pompeius Marcianus, son of Sextus,
, a notable
honored as
by two Argive tribes in the late 1st or
early 2nd century a.d., was probably not descended from M. Antonius
Aristocrates, even on his maternal side.93 The apparent disappearance of
his name may well indicate that Aristocrates had no male heirs. As was
the case with many of his fellow M. Antonii and C. Iulii in the colonies,
however, a lack of strong imperial support, and perhaps an origin more
obscure than it appears, may partly account for the absence of his descendants in the documentation; M. Antonius Aristocrates seems not to have
been able to create a dynasty as did the Euryclids of Sparta or the Cornelii
of Epidauros.94
90. Cic. Phil. 5.13–14.
91. Note that colonies were not
authorized to grant Roman citizenship
to peregrini: Raggi 2004.
92. See p. 659, above.
93. IG IV 599, 600; cf. RP I, ARG
211. This person might be connected
with the Sex. Pompeius Marcianus
known from SEG XLV 1088, which
details his Roman career. There are a

good number of Sex. Pompeii in the
Peloponnese; even when they are
attested with local offices (like Marcianus), it is not always possible to be
sure that the family is of local origin.
A good candidate for the ancestor
of Marcianus can be found in the Spartan family of Pompeius Aristocrates,
probably a Sex. Pompeius (RP II,
LAC 618), apparently with Arcadian

connections (RP I, ARC 135). Another,
but less probable, candidate is L. Volusenus Aristocrates (RP II, LAC 730),
who may have had Argive connections.
94. The only possible prominent
descendant of Aristocrates appears
to be M. Antonius Achaicus (RP I,
ARG 18 = COR 53), but the current
state of the evidence makes this suggestion purely conjectural.
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